q exercise: FOOTWEAR TO THRIVE
Salomon Unleash Hybrid OUTline GTX®
One growing trend of outdoor enthusiasts is partaking in more sport and adventure than ever before, and mixing
them together with their daily activities—from hiking, climbing and running, to latte sipping and window shopping – a
‘one shoe fits all’ is needed! Salomon have researched and developed the ideal shoe that caters to the wide range of
terrain, has ultimate comfort, and is a shoe you’d wear casually to a cafe. Introducing the OUTline GTX®, your sleek
go-to shoe for any adventure.
Salomon designers created the OUTline GTX® for the millennial market, bridging the gap between outdoor adventure and casual
wear. With sneaker-like features and a design that’s made for the mountains, this sleek shoe is the ultimate hybrid. Engineered with
great flexibility and foothold, OUTline GTX® is as comfortable as a running shoe.
You won’t be dragging your feet up a mountain in the OUTline GTX®, at just 350 grams these lightweight shoes are the perfect
companion to take travelling. The shoe also has 5mm lugs for uncompromising grip and thanks to a full GORE-TEX® membrane,
your feet are completely waterproof and protected on any outdoor trail adventure.
Some adventures are equal parts connecting with friends, having fun outside, and discovering new places. The OUTline GTX is
ideally suited to such adventures, with lightweight and flexibility like a running shoe, but enough grip and protection for any trail. For
a hybrid shoe that's as much focused on outdoor adventure as everyday wear, you can’t go past Salomon’s sleek OUTline GTX®.
Salomon OUTline GTX® Men RRP: $249.99 AUD
Mens Weight: 350g (8.5 UK)
Salomon OUTline GTX® Women RRP: $249.99 AUD
Womens Weight: 300g (8.5 UK)
To purchase the new Salomon OUTline GTX® shoes or for more information please visit www.salomon.com/au

